**SACE INTEGRATED PROGRAMS**

**Film School**
40 Stage 1 credits and 70 Stage 2 credits, including the compulsory Research Project.

**Games for SACE Program**
30 Stage 1 credits and 20 Stage 2 credits including the compulsory 20 literacy and 10 numeracy credits.

**Mathematics Academy**
A one or two year program incorporating extra-curricular activities to provide Year 10 or 11 students excited about mathematics with a rich foundation for Stage 2 Mathematical Methods, Specialist Mathematics and Physics.

**SACE for University**
SACE completion that prepares students for University study and attracts an Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank for tertiary entrance.

**SACE for Work**
SACE completion that prepares students for the workplace and can attract an Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank for tertiary entrance with the addition of one further Stage 2 subject.

**Special Interest Academy**
The Academy enables SACE completion while students pursue their own passions and commitments through flexible curriculum delivery.

**Stage 1 SACE Compulsories**
This course is individualized to meet both the needs of the individual student and the requirements and capabilities specific to the compulsory Stage 1 SACE subjects: English, Mathematics and Personal Learning Plan.

**ENGLISH PROGRAMS**

**New Arrivals Program**
The New Arrivals Program (NAP) offers intensive English language and literacy courses for students who have been living in Australia for less than 12 months. Students develop an understanding of Australian culture and gain knowledge of educational and career choices whilst improving their English language skills.

**English Proficiency Certificates**
The certificates in English Proficiency are nationally accredited courses designed for people from non-English speaking backgrounds who wish to develop the English skills necessary for living, working and/or studying in Australia: 10267NAT Certificate I English Proficiency 10268NAT Certificate II English Proficiency 10269NAT Certificate III English Proficiency Additional electives include Grammar and Writing and Conversation and Pronunciation.

**HOW TO ENROL**
If you are interested in enrolling in any of our programs, please phone the College on 8159 3100 or visit our website at www.tsc.sa.edu.au and follow the prompts in the Study Options section. Some subjects may be offered in the late afternoon. Most courses are supported with access to Moodle and online resources.

**COURSE FEES**
Affordable fees make these courses extremely accessible to all. Centrelink Health Care Card holders may be eligible for SA Government concessions.

**WINNER**

SA Training Awards 2009
Small Training Provider
SA Training Awards 2008
VET in Schools Excellence Award
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THEBARTON SENIOR COLLEGE

Thebarton Senior College is a specialist senior secondary school funded by the SA Government.

The College offers quality education in a wide variety of South Australian Certificate of Education and vocational training courses.

As a United Nations Global Peace school with a diverse cultural community, our students actively learn peace-building and community responsibility in our curriculum.

We also provide a range of support services for our students that are unique to our community.

Located just four kilometres west of the city, the college is easily accessed by bus routes 286, 287, 288, H20, H22, H30, H32, H33, B10 and B12 from Adelaide and its suburbs.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION (SACE)

A wide variety of senior secondary subjects are offered during the day and early evening.

SACE STAGE 1

Aboriginal Studies
Accounting
Ancient Studies
Art (Creative Arts)
Art Essentials (Creative Arts)
Australian Curriculum Maths
Preparation Biology
Business Innovation
Car Care
Catering Concepts
Chemistry
Child Studies
Chinese for Background Speakers
Computing Essentials

Food and Hospitality
Gateway to Trades
General Mathematics
Health
Health Science
Information Processing and Publishing Business/Personal
Innovative Technologies
Intercultural Cup
Introduction to Trades
Jewellery Making
Mathematical Methods
Media Studies
Metal Machining
Modern History
Music Experience

SACE STAGE 2

Accounting*
Ancient Studies*
Art (Creative Arts)*
Automotive Technologies**
Biology*
Business Innovation
Catering Concepts
Chemistry
Child Studies*
Chinese for Background Speakers
Community Studies
Creative Arts - Stage, Screen and Drama*
Design (Creative Arts)
Earth and Environmental Science*
Eco and Sustainable Tourism*
English
English as an Additional Language
English Literary Studies
Essential Mathematics
Essential English
Essential English as an Additional Language
Essential Science
Essential Society and Culture
Fake News and Fact Finding
Fashion and Costume Design
Fitness for Women

Food and Hospitality*
Gateway to Trades
General Mathematics
Health
History
Information Processing and Publishing Business/Personal
Innovative Technologies
Intercultural Cup
Introduction to Trades
Jewellery Making
Mathematical Methods
Media Studies
Metal Machining
Modern History
Music Experience

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION (SACE) continued

General Mathematics
Geography*
Geography (Integrated Learning)
Health
Health Science**
Information Processing and Publishing
Legal Studies*
Mathematical Methods
Media Studies*
Metal Technologies
Modern History
Nutrition*
Outdoor Education
Peace Studies
Photography
Physical Education
Physics*
Pop Culture Studies
Psychology*
Research Project**
Society and Culture
Specialist Mathematics*
STEM Research Project
Video Production*
Women’s Studies
Workplace Practices

* Subject offered as weekly twilight class from 4.00 - 7.00 pm.
** Subject offered from 3.30 - 5.00 pm Tuesday and Thursday.

NATIONALLY ACCREDITED VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATES

* Thebarton Senior College is the Registered Training Organisation (RTO 40117) for the delivery of these qualifications.
** partial qualifications

BUSINESS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

BSB20115 Certificate II in Business*
BSB30415 Certificate III in Business Administration*
BSB30315 Certificate III in Micro Business Operations*

COMMUNITY SERVICES

CHC22015 Certificate II in Community Services*
CHC32015 Certificate III in Community Services*
CHC30113 Certificate III in Early Childhood Education and Care*

CONSTRUCTION

CPC10111 Certificate I in Construction
Doorways 2 Construction (delivered by Thebarton Senior College on behalf of TAFE SA (RTO 41026))

ENGINEERING

MEM20413 Certificate II in Engineering Pathways**
(delivered by TAFE SA (RTO 41026) at Thebarton Senior College)

FOOD PROCESSING

Barista Essentials**

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

ICT20115 Certificate II in Information, Digital Media and Technology*
ICT30118 Certificate III in Information, Digital Media and Technology*
CUA31015 Certificate III in Screen and Media*
CUA41215 Certificate IV in Screen and Media*

DANCE

CUA20113 Certificate II in Dance*
CUA30113 Certificate III in Dance*

SPORT COACHING

SIS30713 Certificate III in Sport Coaching* **